
 

 

 
 

Seven Year Compounding Multiplication Strategy 
 

“Other seeds fell into the good soil, and as they grew up and increased, they yielded a crop and produced 
thirty, sixty, and a hundred times as much.” (Mark 4:8) 

 
Example: 
With five highly committed Model Churches each making a well-considered seven-year commitment 
and five additional Model Churches being added each year all of which make the same seven-year 
commitment, then thanks to compounding multiplication, we can expect to see this result: 
 

Year One  the Model Churches will each focus on equipping from 10% to 15% of their own 
members.  

 
Year Two  each Model Church will begin conducting two small Disciple Making Workshops 
annually, each for only five (or more) interested sister churches. With five state convention 
Model Churches, this will result in a minimum of 50 additional disciple-making churches being 
equipped during the second year. This multiplying workshop process will continue for the next 
five years. 

 
Years Three through Seven  each new generation of five Model Churches will make the same 
seven-year commitment and follow the same Disciple-Making Workshop pattern. Therefore, 
each new generation of the five Model Churches will equip and encourage more than 300 
additional churches to begin their disciple-making ministry! With seven generations of five 
Model Churches this will result in more than 1,000 churches being equipped and over 43,000 
disciple-makers steadily being trained over only these first seven years! This requires an average 
of only 20 trainees per church, each first year, and only 12 trainees per church each subsequent 
year; not including the thousands being led to faith, baptized, and discipled!  
 

Needless to say, what ultimately matters is the level of commitment, long range vision, and deep 
understanding of multiplication that all 35 of the Model Churches need to have from the beginning. 
This is why the Cove’s annual leadership training for Model Churches will be very important! 
 
To our knowledge, no equipping process has ever intentionally been employed to use compounding 
multiplication to rapidly teach and train millions of dedicated Christians for a lifestyle of disciple-
making. This is why we must spiritually join together in conducting this current planning on our knees! 
 

“Call to Me and I will answer you, and I will tell you great and mighty things…”  
– Jeremiah 33:3 


